Abstract: Based on a two-dimensional (2D) system description of a batch process, a robust closed-loop iterative learning control (ILC) scheme is proposed for batch processes with time-varying uncertainties. An important merit is that the proposed ILC method can be used for on-line optimization against batchto-batch process uncertainties to realize robust tracking of the setpoint trajectory in both the time (during a cycle) and batchwise (from cycle to cycle) directions. Only measured output errors of the current and previous cycles are used to design a synthetic ILC controller consisting of dynamic output feedback plus feedforward control. By introducing a comprehensive 2D difference Lyapunov function that can lead to monotonical state energy decrease in both the time and batchwise directions, sufficient conditions are established in terms of linear matrix inequality (LMI) constraints for holding robust stability of the closed-loop ILC system. By solving these LMI constraints, the ILC controller is explicitly formulated, together with an adjustable robust H infinity performance level. An illustrative example is given to demonstrate effectiveness and merits of the proposed ILC method.
INTRODUCTION
Iterative learning control (ILC) has been increasingly practiced in recent years for industrial and chemical batch processes to realize perfect tracking and control optimization. As surveyed by Bonvin et al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2009) , most existing references have been devoted to ILC methods for time-invariant linear or nonlinear batch processes subject to repetitive load disturbance or not. In practice, many batch processes, e.g., industrial injection molding and pharmaceutical crystallization, are slowly time-varying from batch to batch, while maintaining fundamental repetitive dynamic response characteristics in each cycle (Gao et al., 2001; Nagy, 2009) . ILC methods based on time-invariant process modeling cannot hold robust stability for such batch processes, and therefore, cannot be used for robust tracking or on-line optimization from batch to batch.
In the recent years, a number of references have presented robust ILC methods to cope with time-varying model uncertainties for delay-free or fixed-delay batch processes. By using a two-dimensional (2D) linear quadratic optimal control criterion in combination with robust control theory, a few ILC algorithms have been developed to deal with a variety of model uncertainties (Shi et al., 2005 (Shi et al., , 2006a (Shi et al., , 2006b . To address the problem of model-plant mismatches from batch to batch, model prediction errors in the previous cycles were suggested to be screened out for determining a model-based ILC algorithm in the current cycle, in order to guarantee tracking performance (Zhang, 2008) . Using the partial least squares (PLS) models constructed over cycles, on-line adaptive ILC algorithms were also developed for implementation (Jesus and MacGregor, 2005; Chen and Lin, 2008) . For batch processes with fixed input delay, Xu et al. (2005) proposed a dead-time compensation approach for ILC design to realize perfect tracking in no presence of delay uncertainty, and subsequently, Tan et al. (2009) developed a phase lag compensation method to perform ILC against the input delay. Recently, Liu et al. (2010) gave an internal model control (IMC) based ILC method to cope with uncertain input delay.
Here, a closed-loop ILC method is proposed for batch processes with state delay and time-varying uncertainties to realize robust tracking and on-line optimization. To reflect time-varying uncertainties of the process dynamic responses from cycle to cycle, norm-bounded process uncertainties are prescribed in terms of a state-space model, together with estimated lower and upper bounds of state delay variation. To facilitate closed-loop ILC design, the state-space process description is equivalently transformed into a 2D system description. For the convenience of implementation, only measured output errors of current and previous cycles are used to design an ILC scheme composed of dynamic output feedback plus feedforward control. 
BATCH PROCESS DESCRIPTION IN A 2D FORM
To study a batch process with state delay and time-varying uncertainties from cycle to cycle, the following discrete-time state-space model is considered,
( , 1) ( , 1), 0 t ; (0, 1) (0), =0,1, .
where t and k denotes time and cycle indices, respectively. 
where e ( , 1) u t k + is the updating law to be determined in the current cycle ( 1 k + ), and (0) u denotes the initial value of iteration that is usually reset to zero for implementation. To facilitate closed-loop ILC design to accommodate timevarying uncertainties from cycle to cycle (in the batchwise direction), we define the output tracking error in the current cycle as 
in the presence of model uncertainties, and therefore, is viewed as a nonrepeatable load disturbance to deal with. To meet with a practical requirement of no steady-state tracking error for each cycle, we introduce the information of tracking error integral as an additional state variable for ILC design, which is defined as 0 ( , 1) ( , 1)
It follows that ( , 1) ( 1, 1) ( , 1) e t k e t k e t k Σ + =Σ − + + + (9) Thereby, an equivalent 2D system description of the above batch process, together with two augmented state variables of tracking error information, can be expressed as (10) where ( 1, 1) ( 1, 1) (0, 1) 0, =0,1, . 
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and letting
= (by lumping the influence from batch-to-batch state delay mismatch into ( , 1) t k ω + shown in (7)) may be written as:
To derive a robust ILC updating law for the above closedloop system, the following theorem is given in the first place which will play a key role in the derivation: Theorem 1: The closed-loop 2D system in (13) 
where 11
Proof: First, we prove asymptotic stability of the unforced closed-loop 2D system (i.e., external ( , 1) 0 i j x x t i k j = + + , for simplicity. Inspired by the Lyapunov-Krasovskii theorem for analyzing asymptotic stability of 1D systems (Gu et al., 2003) , we define the following state energy functions:
Correspondingly, it is desired that state energy increment in both the time and batchwise directions is negative, i.e.
Note that
reflects the state energy increment from a 2D view of energy transfer, that is, the state energy transferred to the state point, 1 i j N + = + (where N is any nonnegative integer), comes from two state points that satisfy i j N + = in both the time and batchwise directions (Shi et al., 2006b ). In addition, 
Summing up (21), (24) and (25) along the closed-loop 2D system expression in (13), we obtain ( , , , ) 
Therefore, 0 V Δ < is ensured if the LMI constraint in (14) holds, which guarantees asymptotic stability of the unforced closed-loop 2D system only with state delay uncertainty. Next, we prove the robust performance level in (11) ( , )
Then, following a similar analysis as in Shi et al (2006b) , we can ensure that 0 BP J < is satisfied with the LMI constraint in (14), which guarantees the H infinity control performance level shown in (11). This completes the proof. Now we are in a position to give a robust 2D ILC algorithm in the following theorem: Theorem 2: A sufficient condition for existing a 2D ILC controller shown in (12) that guarantees the closed-loop 2D control system in (13) to be robustly stable for
together with the H infinity control performance level, γ , is 
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where Φ and Ψ are nonsingular matrices that satisfy
By the Schur complement, it is easy to see I XY − is guaranteed nonsingular. Therefore, we introduce the following nonsingular matrices, 
Next, we let ( )
Therefore, by solving (31) to determine a feasible solution of (36), the 2D ILC controller can be inversely retrieved as the formulae shown in (32). This completes the proof.
It should be noted that Φ and Ψ may be practically computed from a singular value decomposition of matrix I XY − , to determine the ILC controller parameters from (32). For practical implementation, it is desired to optimize the H infinity performance level, γ , to accommodate process uncertainties and nonrepeatable load disturbance. Given uncertainty bounds of Minimize γ Shi et al. (2006b) .
ILLUSTRATION
Injection molding, a batch process, is mainly composed of three stages: filling, packing, and cooling (Gao et al., 2001) . For the packing stage, the nozzle pressure is a key variable that should be controlled to follow a desired profile to ensure product quality and consistency from cycle to cycle. The cyclic velocity/nozzle pressure (V/P) transfer process of injection molding was modeled by Shi et al. (2006b) 
Note that the process state delay, d , was assumed to be zero or fixed for ILC design in the referred paper. Actually, the state delay varies randomly from cycle to cycle, which may be estimated by a range of [2, 5] , and the nominal value of 
By performing the optimization program in (37) with 1 2 0.001 ε ε = = , we obtain the minimal H infinity robust performance level, Step (t)
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